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摘  要 
 








































The use situation of spoken language in suining county ,hunan province is rather 
complex, with two sorts of Chinese dialects: Xiang dialect and Gan dialect, as well as 
some minority dialects, such as Miao dialect, Dong dialect, Yao dialect etc. and 
Guangxia Pinghua dialect. Due to the complex and diverse dialectal situation there, 
the contacts among different dialects are inevitable. 
The Suining county, lying in the transition area between Southwestern Mandarin 
and old Xiang dialect in Central Hunan, is certain to be influenced by the 
Southwestern Mandarin. In addition, the Suining county is always the residents of 
minorities, so the substratum of minority in Suining dialects was reserved. 
In this paper, we focus on the phonology of Suining dialects, having investigated 
nine places in Suinig County, such as: Changpu, Zaishi, Dongshan, Hekou, Lianmin, 
Wuyang, Hongyan, Huangtukuang and Jinwutang and so on. We explore and describe 
the synchronic types and diachronic development of Suining dialects in depth. 
Moreover, We compare the differences and similarities between some pairs of dialects: 
Xiang dialect and Gan dialect in Suining county, Xiang dialect in Suining county and 
other Xiang dialects, Gan dialect in Suining county and Gan dialect in Jiangxi 
province. 
Based on these internal and external comparisons, we explore the connections of 
Suining dialects, combining the backgrounds of its culture, history and geography. 
The paper includes seven chapters in total. Chapter 1 introductes the general 
backgrounds of geography, history and culture in Suining county, Hunan Province and 
the reason and significance for the topic. In this chapter, I also make a brief 
introduction of current studies on Suining dialect, including the objects, ideals, 
methods and pronunciation partners.Chapter 2 and 3 deals with the  phonology 
system of nine dialect places and their comparisons with the medivel phonology.In 
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development of pronunciation.Chapter 7 explores the connections of Suining dialects 
through the inner and outside comparisons in pronunciation. 
From the language reality, the paper concludes that there are historical overlays, 
and the differentiations and integrations in dialects apart from the connections with 
each other in Suining, a county with the characteristics of its variety in ethnic groups 
and dialects. In summary, having little in commen, the various phnologies of Suining 
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国人口普查，县境居住着 20 个民族，总人口 339235 人，其中少数民族 19 个，
共计 201144 人，占总人口 59.29%。苗族是主体民族，有 184784 人；侗族是第



















































































至元十四年（公元 1277 年），隶湖广行省武冈路。明洪武三年（公元 1370 年）
改隶靖州。清代隶属未变。民国三年隶辰沅道，25 年隶湘西绥靖处第四行政督
察区。1949 年隶湘西行政公署会同专署，1952 年会同专属改称芷江专署，同年
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